Abstract. A simple proof is given of Lancaster's theorem that the convex hull of the numerical and essential numerical ranges of a Hilbert space operator is the closure of the numerical range.
For an operator ^ ona complex separable Hilbert space % the relation between the numerical range W(A) of A, its closure, and the essential numerical range We(A) was found by John Lancaster [3] who proved Theorem. W{A)~ = con\{W{A) u We(A)).
Here "conv" denotes "convex hull", not "closed convex hull", so that one consequence of the theorem is that the numerical range is closed if and only if it contains the essential numerical range.
The purpose of this note is to present a proof of Lancaster's theorem that seems conceptually simpler than the original.
Recall that an element A of a unital complex Banach algebra & has a numerical range V(A) which by definition consists of the complex numbers f{A) with/a state on & (that is, a linear functional with/(l) = 1 = ||/||) [1] , [4] . When â = %(%) is the algebra of bounded operators on %, the set V(A) is the closure of the familiar numerical range W(A) = {(Al-,Ç): £ G %, ||£|| = 1}. And if 77 denotes the quotient map from <$>(%) onto the Calkin algebra <$>(%)/%, then V{tt{A)) is the essential numerical range We{A) = H W{A + K)~, the intersection being taken over all K in the ideal % of compact operators on % [4] .
Thus W(A)~ (resp. We(A)) is obtained by evaluation of all the states of % {%) (that vanish on %) at the operator A. Now it is a fact due to Dixmier [2] that every state / on <$>(%) has the form /= af0 + (1 -a)fT where 0 < a < 1,/q is a state that annihilates %, and/r is the state induced by a nonnegative trace class operator T: fT(X) = trace(AT) for X G <$>(%). It follows at once that W(A)~ is the convex hull of the essential numerical range and the "trace class numerical range" consisting of the numbers fT(A ). To complete the proof of the theorem it suffices therefore to show that this new set is just W(A). 
